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This report documents the preliminary design of a deployable
 
Extravehicular Activity Translation Arm (EVATA) assembly which will
 
allow an EVA crewman to perform tasks in the vicinity of the Ex­
ternal Tank (ET) umbilical doors and to inspect most of the under­
side of the Shuttle spacecraft.
 
As conceived, the EVATA would stow in the last 48 inches of
 
the Shuttle bay. The stowed package dimensions for this analysis
 
were 40 inches wide, 58 inches deep, and 43 inches long. The de­
ployed lengths as shown on NASA Drawing PD78-33600 were 46 feet for
 
the upper boom and 63 feet of the lower boom.
 
The concept chosen for the boom structure was the Astro Ex­
tendable Support Structure (ESS) which formed the main structure
 
for the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Antenna System on the SEASAT
 
A spacecraft. The antenna system was successfully deployed in late
 
June and the SAR was successfully operated in early July. This
 
structure is a deployable triangular truss as shown in Figure 1.1.
 
A comparison of the EVATA and the SEASAT A ESS is shown in Table
 
1-1. The development status of the ESS is shown in Table 1-2.
 
The satellite configuration, the stowed truss load path, and the
 
envelope deployment sequence for the ESS are shown in Figure 1-2.
 
Figures 1-3, 1-4, and 1-5 show the actual SAR stowed, partially
 



















COMPARISON OF EVATA AND SEASAT ESS STRUCTURE
 
EVATA ESS 
63 AND 46 FEET 35 FEET 
34,5 INCHES 52,9 INCHES 
39,1 INCHES 40 INCHES 
19 INCHES 17,9 INCHES 
GRAPHITE/EPOXY GRAPHITE/EPOXY 
6061-T6 ALUMINUM 6AL4V TITANIUM 
1.125 INCHES 0.5 INCH 
TOTAL 2 BOOMS 30 POUNDS 
GR = 389 POUNDS 
AL = 767 POUNDS 
40 x 43 x 58 55,5 x 55 x 8 
(10 INCHES FOR ELBOW) 
TABLE 1-2. DEVELOPMENT STATUS OF EXTENDABLE SUPPORT STRUCTURE
 
One-half scale model demonstrated December 1975
 
Full-scale model demonstrated September 1976
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GEOMETRY AND KINEMATICS OF THE TRUSS
 
2.1 CONSTRAINTS AND ASSUMPTIONS
 




* Package limitations and the length requirement for the
 
extended truss confine the panel length to certain ranges,
 
related to the number of panels, and limit the cross section
 
of the longitudinal members. The lowest number of panels
 
possible allows the largest truss depth and the biggest
 




o The package space is best utilized when the width of the 
main scissor member equals the height of the longitudinal 
panel members. For practical reasons, all members are 
assumed to be cylindrical tubing of circular cross section. 
For additional simplification, all members except the control 
linkage of the scissor are of the same outer diameter. 
o Again, for best package utilization, the knee braces fold
 
into a position where both legs lie flat against each other
 
and parallel to the cross braces. The gap shown in Figure
 
2-1 between upper knee brace and main scissor member is re­
duced to zero for the same reason.
 
* A highly efficient truss avoids load eccentricities at the
 
joints, i.e., all axes of truss members pass through a com­
mon point in each joint. For simplification, this rule was
 
broken only where the A-frame joins the front panels of the
 
truss. There the same distance between truss-member axis
 
and hinge axis was used for the panel members as well as
 
the A-frame member. The resulting eccentricity is less than
 
10 percent of the member diameter.
 
2.2 SYSTEM OF CONDITIONS AND EQUATIONS
 
With the above restraints and the geometric relations depicted
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The first four equations allow the choice of Nu , N, ', and
 
d when the package width is given and the space needed for the
 
special scissor hinges, g, is estimated.
 
The remaining 15 equations contain 23 variables of which two
 
already have been determined, two (hp and wp) are either given or
 
used as parameters, leaving another four as parameters. In this
 
study, the hinge pin diameters, dp and dp, were fixed as 0.1875
 
and 0.125, respectively, the thickness or diameter of the scissor
 
control linkage was assumed as 0.5 inch, and the hinge location, e,
 
was used as the variable parameter.
 
The following values were used for the configuration with the
 
ladder (truss-face panel) in vertical and horizontal position, re­
spectively.
 
Variable Vertical Ladder Horizontal Ladder 
N 16 15 
u 
Nt 22 20 
t 34.500 37.500 
d 1.125 1.250 
w 43.00 40.00 
p 
h 40.00 Parameter 
p 
d 0.1875 0.1875 
p
dk 0.125 0.125 
ds2 0.500 0.500 
Three additional dimensions of the deployed truss are calcu­
lated once the above mentioned variables are all determined: 
truss height, h = tk -k, ­4.k3 
ii
 





of panel diagonal, D = +
 
2.3 BASELINE TRUSS DESIGN
 
The values for the baseline truss design, thus derived, are
 











Truss height, h 18.933 30.194
 
Panel length, t 34.500 37.500
 
Diagonal length, D 52.136 51.205
 
A-frame member, a 43.940 51.204
 
Knee brace length, Dk 27.211 34.866
 
A-frame angle, a 61.1410 50.9940
 
Knee brace angle, y 45.9100 30.0010
 
Package width, w 43.00 40.00
 
Truss width, b 39.088 

p 




Upper arm N xd 18.00 18.75
 
u 
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STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TRUSS
 
3.1 NOTATION AND CONVENTION OF FORCES
 
In order to determine strength and compliance of the truss
 
with respect to external loads, a convention for the representation
 
of external forces is established as shown in the lower right cor­
ner of Figure 3-1. The same figure shows the relations among in­
ternal forces as found from equilibrium considerations for each
 
3oint. A cut at distance x from the local coordinate origin pro­
vides the relations between external and internal forces:
 
vi 
Inversion of this equation matrix leads to the following system of 
equations for the internal forces. For details, see Appendix A. 
16
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3.2 DETERMINATION OF FORCES
 
With these equations and Figure 3-1, the force in any of the
 
truss members can be determined simply by reducing the external
 




For a given external load condition, the strength of the truss
 
is determined by comparing the loads of each truss member with its
 
load capacity which may be limited either by yielding or buckling.
 
It is assumed that the shear strength of the joint pins and the
 
bearing strength of the joints are considerably higher than the
 




In order to establish the stiffness and compliance character­
istics of the structure, the truss is considered equivalent to a
 
beam of constant cross-sectional properties, namely bending stiff­
ness about the two neutral axes, El and EI 2; center of gyration,
 




and torsional stiffness, GJ. These features are determined by
 
comparing the strain energy of one truss module with that of an
 
equally long (2 t) beam section. When expressed as functions of
 
the external loads, the truss properties can be found by comparing
 
corresponding terms. Thus, as developed in Appendix B,
 
J1 + 1 1' 
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3.3 COMPLIANCE 
The compliance of the EVATA is determined by formulating the
 
force vector of the external loads for both upper and lower arms
 
and, then, by applying the principle of Castigliano. For simpli­
fication, the shear terms are neglected because the truss can be
 
regarded as a slender beam. As a further simplification, it was
 
assumed that the external forces do not include couples. Thus,
 
the compliance matrix can be reduced to half size. And finally,
 
since the main interest focuses on the displacement vector at the
 
place of the load applications, only that part of the compliance
 
matrix was determined (see Figure 3-2). Then, each compliance,
 
C3,, is composed of contributing factors representing the influence
 
of both bending stiffnesses, torsional stiffness, and thus, for the
 
lower and upper arm as shown in Figure 3-3. A numerical example
 
is presented in Table 3-1.
 
The transformation of the external forces from the lower to
 
upper arm is detailed in Appendix C. Details of the Castigliano
 




TABLE 3-1. COMPLIANCES AND THEIR CONTRIBUTORS (POSITION I)
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Figure 3-1. Notation of forces.
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Figure 3-2. General compliance matrix.
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The forces and deformations were calculated for applied loads
 
consisting of a 50-pound component in the Z-direction and 20 pounds
 
in the X - Y plane and perpendicular to the axis of the lower arm.
 
For the truss configuration with the face panels in a vertical posi­
tion (vertical ladder), the forces are applied at a point located
 
6 inches above the upper longeron and in the panel plane, while for
 
the horizontal ladder the application point lies 6 inches above the
 




Several arm positions were investigated: the upper arm was
 
kept fixed at an angle of 45 degrees away from the Orbiter X-axis
 
and an inclination of 22.5 degrees downwards; the lower arm, with
 
its origin 63 inches below the intersection of upper-arm axis and
 




Position I II III IV 
Out-of-plane angle 
between lower and upper 
arm 3.930 -300 -700 -102.50 
Downwards inclination 
of lower arm 80 -50 60 20 -42' 00 
11 584.3 628 565 715 
The distance of the load application from the elbow in the local
 




lower-arm axis with the symmetry plane of the Orbiter in Positions
 
I and IV while for Positions II and III, loading points beneath
 
the leading edge of the wing were assumed. For details see Appendix E.
 
4.2 FORCES AND DEFORMATIONS
 
The truss forces and deformations were calculated for trusses
 
fabricated from aluminum, stainless steel, and carbon/epoxy composite
 
tubes. The maximum forces encountered in Position I were used to
 
determine the wall thicknesses of the members as shown in Table 4-1
 
and, thus, the allowable compression loads for a safety factor of
 
3.0 listed in Table 4-2.
 
Table 4-3 shows a comparison of the load capacity of the truss
 
in its four positions as fractions of the 50-/20-pound load vector
 
and indicates in which quadrant the applied critical force lies
 
as defined by Figure 4-2. The magnitude of the deflection vector
 
when the load is applied in different quadrants is shown in Table
 
4-4. A comparison of the margin of safety and maximum deflection
 
for the truss in Position I is shown in Table 4-5 for various
 
materials and lists, as well as, the corresponding truss weight.
 
See Appendix F for detailed load analyses and resulting truss
 
forces and margins of safety. Appendix G is a collection of the
 
compliance matrices, their contributing factors, and the deforma­
tions resulting from the standard forces as determined for various
 
positions and materials. Appendix H contains the analyses for the
 




TABLE 4-1. CROSS SECTIONS OF TRUSS MEMBERS
 
CONFIGURATION VERTICAL LADDER HORIZONTAL LADDER 
MATERIAL AL CRES G/EPOXY G/EPOXY 




































































TRUSS WEIGHT, (LBS) 767 1062 392 389 
TABLE 4-2. ALLOWABLE COMPRESSION LOADS FOR TRUSS MEMBERS (S.F. = 3.0)
 
ARM POSITION I II III IV
 





WITH S.F. = 3
 
VERTICAL LADDER 
ALUMINUM 1,00 0.29 0,46 0.31 
GRAPHITE/EPOXY 1,27 0.40 0.65 O,44 
(CRITICAL MEMBER) LOWER :10. 2 UPPER ARM UPPER ARM UPPER ARM 
SCISSORS DIAGONALS DIAGONALS DIAGONALS 
HORIZONTAL LADDER 
GRAPHITE/EPOXY 1.05 
(CRITICAL MEMBER) UPPER NO, 14 
SCISSORS 
TABLE 4-3. SUMMARY OF FRACTIONAL LOAD CAPACITY (Pounds) 
VERTICAL LADDER HORIZONTAL LADDER 
ALUMINUMI G/EPOXY G/EPOXY 
LONGERONS 17114 2756 3022
 
REAR LO:4GEROI (SCISSOR) 543 689 894
 
A-FRAME MEMIBER 1112 1764 1621
 
DIAGONALS 763 1207 	 1621
 
3496
BATTENS 	 1358 2147 

TABLE 4-4. DEFLECTIONS (ABSOLUTE) 6 + 62 +1 2 62 3 UNDER 20/50 LOAD 
6 (in.) (no 3oint knockdown) 
Configuration Material Position Qi, Q3 Q2, Q4 
Vertical ladder Al I 7.20 5.23 
ii 8.90 19.82 
III 26.35 30.31 
IV 49.13 48.24 
G/epoxy I 5.35 4.00 
IV 34.62 34.46 
Horizontal ladder G/epoxy I 3.65 2.53 







MINIMUM MARGIN OF SAFETY (S.F,=3) 
INPOSITION IWITH Q2 LOAD 0.004 0,36 0.27 0,075 
DISPLACEMENT AT 
LOADING POINT 























50 LB IN-ZDIRECTION / 20 LB INX-Y PLANE FORWARD
 
















The deployment sequence will be governed by the design of the
 
cradle and shoulder which mount the booms to the Shuttle. The ESS
 
was mounted at the center of its 35-foot length and deployed out­
ward in both directions simultaneously. This is shown in Figure
 
1-2, Section 1. The center face hinge was hard mounted to the
 
spacecraft and the actuating arms forced the synchronized scissor
 
3oints apart, thereby deploying the truss.
 
The deployment sequence envisioned for the EVATA starts with
 
both booms and the elbow stowed 'and the entire package angled
 
over at the required upper boom angle by the shoulder. The two
 
face hinges at the end of the upper booms are hard mounted to the
 
shoulder and the deployment mechanism, which could be a ball screw
 
assembly, operates on the first synchronized scissor joint. The
 
upper boom would be fully deployed and locked by an astronaut from
 
the Shuttle bay. The spring-loaded latches in the scissors and
 
knees will automatically lock when the boom is fully deployed.
 
The astronaut would then translate along the upper boom to the el­
bow. If he wished to proceed further, he would deploy and lock the
 
elbow. The deployment of the lower boom would be identical to the
 




The deployment rate chosen for each boom is a tradeoff between
 
spacecraft and boom dynamics and astronaut fatigue. Assuming enough
 




of the deployment device, the faster deployment rate will lower the
 
EVA time and lessen astronaut fatigue. However, the deployment of
 
the 46- and 63-foot booms will have an impact on spacecraft dynamics
 
and may dictate an acceptable deployment rate. Also, the faster
 
deployment rate results in lead screw angles that have poor back­
driving characteristics. This is true for most of the common de­
vices used to convert rotary motion to linear motion. With faster
 
deployment rates, it may be necessary to have secondary locking
 












The cradle and shoulder assemblies, as designed by JSC, inter­
face directly with the Shuttle payload mounts. As described in
 
Section 5.1, the upper boom is attached to the shoulder through the
 
two face hinges and through the deployment actuator at the synchron­
ized scissor joint. The configuration of the boom at the last bay
 




The work station designs included in the Statement of Work
 
(NASA-S-78-11292 and NASA-S-78-11293)were reviewed and found to
 
be inadequate for transferring loads from the working astronaut to
 
the truss structure efficiently. During the working sessions at
 
NASA JSC, Astro proposed the use of a translatable roller-mounted
 
structure which would pick up the sides of the face longerons of
 
the truss and apply loads into the truss over four widely spaced
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The ESS, as developed and flown on SEASAT, is required to de­
ploy only. The latches and the spring-loaded hinges were designed
 
to deploy and lock. The EVATA structure has to retract as well as
 
deploy. For retraction, the spring-loaded knee hinges and the spring­
biased scissor latches have to be forced open. Figures 7-1 and 7-2
 
show the ESS latches and joints. Rather than add secondary mechan­
isms to force the hinges and latches open, Astro investigated using
 
the existing synchronizer assembly (see Figure 7-3) to initiate
 
and control the retraction. In :he ESS, the synchronized scissor
 
joint controls the deployment of each bay of the truss by operating
 
on the A-frame assembly through a linkage system with a fixed re­
lationship between scissor rotation and A-frame angle. If the
 
synchronizer attachment point is moved from the A-frame to the knee
 
strut, a reversal of scissor force will act to force open the spring­
loaded knee hinges directly. The synchronizer linkage arrangement
 
for the ESS was tailored to match the relationship between the A­
frame angle and the scissor angle. Appendix I shows the knee brace
 
synchronizer analysis necessary to tailor the rotation of the
 
scissors to the required knee strut angle. The analysis was per­
formed early in the program before the kinematic analysis determined
 
the final dimensions for panel length and truss depth. The numbers
 
chosen, while different from the proposed design, indicate the shape
 
of the required synchronizer curve and the equations which were
 
set up apply to the final design as proposed.
 
Astro has modified the half-scale ESS model with a knee brace
 




of initiating and controlling the retraction. The accuracy of
 
synchronizing with the knee brace synchronizer was not determined
 
due to the use of existing components which prevented the use of
 




The jettison problem was not considered as part of this study
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Figure 7-2. Longeron hinge.
 
Figure 7-3. Synchronized 3oint.
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SECTION 8
 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND SCHEDULE
 
8.1 PRELIMINARY MATERIAL SELECTION
 
The only truss material analyzed which meets the baseline re­
quirements for weight (400 pounds) and deflection (6-inch system
 
deflection at ET door) is graphite/epoxy tube. Aluminum alloy
 
fittings were chosen due to cost and schedule advantages over
 
titanium fittings. The materials combination used on the SEASAT
 
ESS were graphite/epoxy tube and titanium fittings. The 3oints
 






Astro Research Corporation has flight system experience on the
 
SEASAT program and has successfully completed programs for the de­
velopment of bonded joints between graphite/epoxy tubes and titanium
 
fittings. The SEASAT program also included in-house preparation
 
and control of graphite/epoxy tube material procurement, fabrica­
tion, and bonding specifications.
 
Through in-house Research and Development programs, Astro de­
veloped experimental Astromasts using in-house fabricated graphite/
 
epoxy longerons. Table 8-1 summarizes the ma3or parameters con­
trolled by the graphite/epoxy procurement specifications.
 
8.3 INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE - GRAPHITE/EPOXY/ALUMINUM ALLOY FITTINGS
 
NASA JPL concluded a development program with the selection of
 
graphite/epoxy tube and aluminum alloy fittings as the main struc­




structure. As part of the Voyager development program, JPL developed
 
a bonded 3oint using a fiberglass interliner to compensate for the
 
different thermal expansion between aluminum and graphite/epoxy.
 
The 3oint was qualified by comparing room temperature 3oint strength
 
before and after plunging the 3oints in LN2 .
 
8.4 REQUIRED EVATA COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT TESTS
 
Using the development history of the SEASAT ESS as a guide, the
 
list of component development tests shown on Table 8-2 was generated.
 




8.5 REQUIRED EVATA SYSTEM TESTS
 
Table 8-3 shows the system tests required for the full-scale
 
model and the flight deliverable EVATA. The full-scale model tests
 
would be performed at Astro. The flight deliverable environmental
 
testing and the deployment and retraction on an air bearing floor
 
would be at NASA JSC. 
8.6 SCHEDULE 
The program schedule in Figure 8-1 shows a 24-week development
 
program and a 14-week flight hardware production program. This pro­
gram schedule was generated using the SEASAT development and pro­









DIAMETER: 0.500,N ± 0.005 IN,
 
WALL THICKNESS (APPROX.): 0,030 IN,
 
LENGTH: 72 IN. ± 3 IN. 
ROUNDNESS (WITHIN): 0.005 IN, ON DIAMETER
 
Bow: LESS THAN 0.1 IN1 OVER 6 FT
 
RECTANGULAR CROSS SECTION: 0.25 IN.x 0.75 IN,
 

















TABLE 8-2. EVATA REQUIRED COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT TESTS
 
o HINGE DEVELOPMENT 
500 CYCLES UNDER LOAD FOR WEAR 
OGRAPHITE/EPOXY ALUMINUM BOND JOINT TESTS 
- BONDS FOR NOMINAL STRENGTH
 
- BONIDS FOR DEGRADATION AFTER THERMAL SHOCK
 
o SINGLE BAY MODEL (INCLUDING DEPLOYMENT ACTUATOR) 
- DEPLOYMENT TESTS
 
- ORIENTATION AND ALIGNMENT TESTS ­
- OPERATION IN THERMAL VACUUM CHAMBER
 
SYNCHRO'4IZER MODEL TESTS 




oTHERlAL COATING EVALUATION (JSC) 
TABLE 8-3. REQUIRED EVATA SYSTEM TESTS
 
o FULL SCALE MODEL TESTS - LOWER ARM 
- DEPLOYMENT AND RETRACTION, IG - AIR BEARING SUPPORTED 
- ORIENTATION AID ALIGNMENT 
- COMPLIANCE 
- WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY - STOWED 
- NATURAL FREQUENCY 
- CENTER OF GRAVITY - DEPLOYED 
o FLIGHT DELIVERABLE - EVATA 
- LAUNCH AND BOOSTJ VIBRATION, AND ACCELERATION - STOWED 
- DEPLOYMENT AilD RETRACTION, IG- AIR BEARING SUPPORTED 
- SYSTEM WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY - STOWED 
- - - ----- 
"fLANNING 511ET A5TRO RE5EF-ARC H CORPORA%,TION SANTA BARBARA, ALF -.trr/' 
Figure 8-1 Program schedule. eV7-4 -
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Table 9-1 details the budgetary cost estimate for each phase
 
of the EVATA development and production program. It also gives a
 
comparison of costs using graphite/epoxy tubing or aluminum tubing
 




TABLE 9-1. ESTIMATED EVATA PROGRAM COSTS 
PHASE I DESIGN, DEVELOPMETJ FABRICATIO, A'9D TESTING 
ENGINEERING MODEL UIIT 
A, USING GRAPHITE/EPOXY TUBING 
(INCLUDES PROCUREMlENT OF GRAPHITE/EPOXY 
FOR FLIGHT HARDWARE) 




PHASE II FABRICATInN AND TEST OF FLIGHT UNIT 
A. USING GRAPHITE/EPOXY TUBING 
(PURCHASED INPHASE I) 
B, USING ALUMINUM TUBING 
278,654 
285,039 
TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS, GRAPHITE/EPOXY TUBING 1,354455 





The primary purpose of this study contract was to perform a
 
preliminary design of a deployable structure to allow an astronaut
 
to perform tasks in the vicinity of the ET umbilical doors. As a
 
secondary goal, the EVATA allows inspection of the entire underside
 
of the Shuttle spacecraft. This secondary goal requires that the
 
boom lengths be increased to reach the ET doors from the center of
 
the spacecraft. As shown in the analysis sections of this report,
 
the length of the booms is the ma3or driver in terms of system
 
weight and cost. Because of this length effect, the secondary func­
tion of the EVATA has dictated a very large and expensive structure.
 
If the system was designed solely,for the primary function of
 
ET door inspection and repair, the original NASA JSC concept of
 
using two short arms over the trailing edge of the wing is the
 
optimum from a standpoint of weight and cost. Going over the trail­
ing edge of the wing results in deployable booms similar in length
 
to the SEASAT A ESS.
 
It is Astro's recommendation that the original concept of going
 
over the trailing edge be investigated to fulfill the primary mission
 
of ET door inspection and repair. A rough-order-of-magnitude analysis
 
shows that an all aluminum deployable truss-type structure can be
 
designed and built within the weight and cost budgets of 800 pounds
 
and $500,000, respectively. This would include upper and lower
 
booms, the elbow, and all the structure necessary to mount the booms
 




structure would stow within the last 48 inches of the Shuttle pay­
load bay. The design, fabrication, and testing of this structure
 
could be handled entirely by Astro with little or no impact on NASA
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